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APPARATUS AND METHOD FORVARIABLE 
VOLTAGE FUNCTION 

PRIORITY CLAIM 

0001. This application claims the benefit of priority under 
35 U.S.C. S 119(e) of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
61/352.330, entitled “Circuits & Systems.” filed Jun. 7, 2010, 
which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its 
entirety to be considered part of this specification. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 1. Field 
0003. The disclosed technology relates to electronic sys 
tems and, in particular, to Voltage regulation in electronic 
systems. 
0004 2. Description of the Related Technology 
0005 Voltage regulators are electronic systems that can be 
used to maintain constant Voltage levels. Typically, electronic 
Voltage regulators compare an output Voltage to a fixed, inter 
nal reference voltage. Differences between the output voltage 
and the fixed, internal reference Voltage can create a negative 
feedback loop to reduce the voltage error. 
0006 Certain applications can require multiple accurate 
regulated Voltages. For example, certain electronic systems 
require multiple accurate Voltages to bias power amplifiers. In 
a particular example, RF power amplifiers can be used to 
boost the power of an RF signal having a relatively low power 
based on a bias voltage. Thereafter, the boosted RF signal can 
be used for a variety of purposes, including driving the 
antenna of a transmitter. 
0007 Such voltage regulators can be included in a variety 
of electronic devices, such as devices with wireless commu 
nication functionalities, to provide accurate regulated Volt 
ages. For example, in mobile phones having a time division 
multiple access (TDMA) architecture, such as those found in 
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), code 
division multiple access (CDMA), and wideband code divi 
sion multiple access (W-CDMA) systems, a Voltage regulator 
can be used to bias power amplifiers that can be used to shift 
power envelopes up and down within prescribed limits of 
power versus time. Advantageously, the amplification of a RF 
signal can be managed and controlled, as a particular mobile 
phone can be assigned a transmission timeslot for a particular 
frequency channel. Voltage regulators can be employed to aid 
in regulating the power level of the RF signal over time, so as 
to prevent signal interference from transmission during an 
assigned receive time slot and/or to reduce power consump 
tion. 
0008. There is a need for improved voltage regulators. 
Furthermore, there is a need for reducing die area, current 
consumption, and overall design complexity in electronic 
systems. Moreover, there is a need for providing additional 
flexibility for future architectural changes and/or functional 
1ty. 

SUMMARY 

0009. The system, method, and computer-readable media 
described in the claims each have several aspects, no single 
one of which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. 
Without limiting the scope of this invention, its more promi 
nent features will now be briefly discussed. 
0010. One aspect of the disclosure is an apparatus that 
includes a Voltage regulator and a variable Voltage distribu 
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tion circuit. The Voltage regulator can receive a reference 
Voltage, a feedback signal, and a power Supply Voltage. Based 
on the received Voltages, the Voltage regulator can generate a 
regulated voltage. The variable voltage distribution circuit 
can receive the regulated Voltage from the Voltage regulator 
and generate a plurality of variable regulated Voltages and the 
feedback signal. In some implementations, the variable Volt 
age distribution circuit includes a Voltage distribution circuit 
that can provide a plurality of regulated Voltages from one 
regulated Voltage in response to one or more distribution 
control signals. In some implementations, the variable Volt 
age distribution circuit also includes one or more variable 
Voltage control elements that can selectively control at least 
one of the plurality of variable regulated output voltages in 
response to one or more variable Voltage control signals. 
0011. According to certain implementations, the Voltage 
regulator is a low-dropout regulator. In various implementa 
tions, the Voltage distribution circuit includes a transmission 
gate Voltage distribution network. In some implementations, 
at least one of the one or more variable voltage control ele 
ments includes an element configured to vary resistance. In 
certain implementations, one or more of the plurality of vari 
able regulated Voltages are electrically connected to one or 
more power amplifier bias reference input nodes. 
0012. In accordance with some implementations, the vari 
able Voltage distribution circuit includes one or more comple 
mentary metal oxide semiconductor circuit elements. 
According to a number of implementations, the one or more 
Voltage distribution control signals can represent a plurality 
of power modes. In certain implementations, the feedback 
signal is provided by a feedback loop that includes the distri 
bution circuit. According to several implementations, the 
voltage distribution circuit provides at least one of the plural 
ity of regulated Voltages to the one or more variable Voltage 
control elements. In several implementations, the apparatus 
includes a mobile device. 

0013 Another aspect of the disclosure is a method of 
controlling regulated Voltages. The method includes receiv 
ing a reference Voltage and a power Supply Voltage; generat 
ing a regulated Voltage based at least in part on the reference 
Voltage and the power Supply Voltage; generating a plurality 
of regulated Voltages from the reference Voltage using a Volt 
age distribution circuit; and controlling one or more of the 
regulated Voltages using one or more variable Voltage control 
elements to provide one or more variable regulated Voltages. 
0014. According to certain implementations, the method 
further includes providing one or more variable regulated 
Voltages to one or more power amplifiers. A first die can 
include at least one variable Voltage control element and a 
second die can include at least one of the one or more power 
amplifiers. Additionally, the first die and the second die can be 
formed using different process technologies. 
0015 According to some implementations, generating the 
regulated Voltage is based on a feedback signal provided by 
the Voltage distribution circuit. In certain implementations, 
two or more of the plurality of regulated Voltages are gener 
ated concurrently. In accordance with a number of implemen 
tations, the method further includes receiving one or more 
variable Voltage control signals and using at least one of the 
one or more variable Voltage control signals to provide dif 
ferent variable regulated Voltage levels corresponding to dif 
ferent power modes. In certain implementations, the method 
further includes receiving one or more Voltage distribution 
control signals and using at least one of the one or more 
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Voltage distribution control signals to selectively provide 
variable regulated voltages to different loads for different 
power modes. According to some implementations, the 
method further includes receiving one or more Voltage distri 
bution control signals and using at least one of the one or more 
Voltage distribution control signals to selectively provide 
variable regulated Voltages to loads in datapaths configured to 
generate signals in different frequency bands. In accordance 
with certain implementations, the one or more variable volt 
age control elements receive the plurality of regulated Volt 
ages from the Voltage distribution circuit. 
0016. Another aspect of the disclosure is an apparatus that 
includes means for generating a regulated Voltage based on a 
reference Voltage, a feedback signal, and a power Supply 
Voltage. The apparatus also includes means for generating a 
plurality of variable regulated Voltages and the feedback sig 
nal based on the regulated Voltage. 
0017. Yet another aspect of the disclosure is a computer 
readable storage medium including instructions that when 
executed perform a method of receiving a reference Voltage 
and a power Supply Voltage; generating a regulated Voltage 
based at least in part on the reference Voltage, the power 
Supply Voltage, and a feedback loop that includes at least a 
portion of a Voltage distribution circuit, generating a plurality 
of regulated Voltages from the reference Voltage using the 
Voltage distribution circuit, controlling one or more of the 
regulated Voltages using one or more variable Voltage control 
elements to provide one or more variable regulated Voltages. 
0018. One more aspect of the disclosure is an apparatus 
that includes a Voltage regulator and a variable Voltage circuit. 
The Voltage regulator can receive a reference Voltage and a 
power Supply Voltage, and generate a regulated Voltage based 
at least in part on the reference Voltage and the power Supply 
Voltage. The variable Voltage circuit can receive the regulated 
Voltage from the Voltage regulator and generate at least one 
variable regulated voltage. The variable voltage distribution 
circuit can receive the regulated Voltage from the Voltage 
regulator and generate at least one variable regulated Voltage. 
The variable voltage distribution circuit includes one or more 
variable voltage control elements that can selectively control 
the at least one variable regulated output Voltage in response 
to one or more variable Voltage control signals 
0019. In some implementations, the voltage regulator 
includes a low-dropout regulator. According to certain imple 
mentations, at least one of the one or more variable Voltage 
control elements includes a field effect transistor. In accor 
dance with a number of implementations, the apparatus 
includes a complementary metal oxide semiconductor inte 
grated circuit that includes at least one of the one or more 
variable Voltage control elements. 
0020. According to various implementations, the variable 
Voltage circuit provides a bias Voltage to one or more power 
amplifiers on a separate integrated circuit. The separate inte 
grated circuit can include a circuit element formed with a 
different process technology than the variable Voltage circuit. 
The separate integrated circuit can include a GaAs die and the 
variable Voltage circuit can include at least one complemen 
tary metal oxide semiconductor circuit element. 
0021. In accordance with some implementations, one of 
the at least one variable regulated Voltages is electrically 
connected to one or more current mirrors. In certain imple 
mentations, the apparatus includes a mobile device. 
0022. Yet another aspect of the disclosure is a method that 
includes: receiving a reference Voltage and a power Supply 
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Voltage; generating a regulated Voltage based at least in part 
on the reference Voltage and the power Supply Voltage; and 
controlling the regulated Voltage using one or more variable 
Voltage control elements to provide a variable regulated Volt 
ageS. 

0023. In certain implementations, the method further 
includes providing the variable regulated Voltages to one or 
more power amplifiers. A first die can include at least one 
variable Voltage control element and a second die includes at 
least one of the one or more power amplifiers. The first die and 
the second die can be formed using different process tech 
nologies. 
0024. According to various implementations, the method 
further includes receiving one or more variable Voltage con 
trol signals and adjusting the variable regulated Voltage based 
on a power mode of the load receiving the variable regulated 
Voltage in response to at least one of the one or more variable 
Voltage control signals. 
0025. Another aspect of the disclosure is an apparatus that 
includes means for generating a regulated Voltage based on a 
reference Voltage and a power Supply Voltage. The apparatus 
also includes means for generating a variable regulated Volt 
age from the regulated Voltage. 
0026. One more aspect of the disclosure is a computer 
readable storage medium including instructions that when 
executed perform a method of receiving a reference Voltage 
and a power Supply Voltage; generating a regulated Voltage 
based at least in part on the reference Voltage and the power 
Supply Voltage; controlling the regulated Voltages using one 
or more variable Voltage control elements to provide a vari 
able regulated Voltages. 
0027. Yet another aspect of the disclosure is an apparatus 
that includes a Voltage regulator that can receive a reference 
Voltage, a feedback signal, and a power Supply Voltage, and 
generate based at least in part on the received Voltages a 
regulated Voltage. The apparatus also includes a Voltage dis 
tribution circuit that can receive the regulated voltage from 
the Voltage regulator and generate a plurality of regulated 
Voltages Voltage in response to one or more distribution con 
trol signals. 
0028. In a number of implementations, the voltage regu 
lator includes a low-dropout regulator. According to certain 
implementations, the Voltage distribution circuit includes a 
transmission gate Voltage distribution network. According to 
Some implementations, the Voltage distribution circuit 
includes a transmission gate Voltage distribution network. In 
Some implementations, one or more of the plurality of regu 
lated Voltages are electrically connected to one or more power 
amplifier bias reference input nodes. According to various 
implementations, the Voltage distribution circuit includes one 
or more silicon complementary metal oxide semiconductor 
circuit elements and at least one of the one or more power 
amplifiers includes a different process technology. In accor 
dance with certain implementations, the one or more Voltage 
distribution control signals can represent a plurality of power 
modes. In some implementations, the feedback signal is pro 
vided by a feedback loop that includes the distribution circuit. 
In accordance with a number of implementations, the appa 
ratus includes a mobile device. 

0029. One more aspect of the disclosure is a method that 
includes: receiving a reference Voltage and a power Supply 
Voltage; generating a regulated Voltage based at least in part 
on the reference Voltage and the power Supply Voltage; and 
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generating a plurality of regulated Voltages from the reference 
Voltage using a Voltage distribution circuit. 
0030. In certain implementations, the method further 
includes providing one or more regulated Voltages to one or 
more power amplifiers. A first die can include at least a 
portion of the Voltage distribution circuit and a second die can 
include at least one of the one or more power amplifiers. The 
first die and the second die can be formed using different 
process technologies. 
0031. According to some implementations, generating the 
regulated Voltage is based on a feedback signal provided by 
the Voltage distribution circuit. In accordance with various 
implementations, two or more of the plurality of regulated 
Voltages are generated concurrently. In a number of imple 
mentations, the method further includes receiving one or 
more Voltage distribution control signals and using at least 
one of the one or more Voltage distribution control signals to 
selectively provide variable regulated voltages to different 
loads based on power modes of the loads. According to cer 
tain implementations, the method further includes receiving 
one or more Voltage distribution control signals and using at 
least one of the one or more voltage distribution control 
signals to selectively provide variable regulated Voltages to 
loads in data paths configured to generate signals in different 
frequency bands. 
0032. Yet another aspect of the disclosure is an apparatus 
that includes means for generating a regulated Voltage based 
on a reference Voltage, a feedback signal, and a power Supply 
Voltage. The apparatus also includes means for generating a 
plurality of regulated Voltages and the feedback signal based 
on the regulated Voltage. 
0033 And yet another aspect of the disclosure is a com 
puter-readable storage medium including instructions that 
when executed perform a method of receiving a reference 
Voltage and a power Supply Voltage; generating a regulated 
Voltage based at least in part on the reference Voltage, the 
power Supply Voltage, and a feedback loop that includes at 
least a portion of a Voltage distribution circuit; and generating 
a plurality of regulated Voltages from the reference Voltage 
using the Voltage distribution circuit. 
0034) For purposes of summarizing the disclosure, certain 
aspects, advantages and novel features of the inventions have 
been described herein. It is to be understood that not neces 
sarily all such advantages may be achieved in accordance 
with any particular embodiment of the invention. Thus, the 
invention may be embodied or carried out in a manner that 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages 
as taught herein without necessarily achieving other advan 
tages as may be taught or Suggested herein. 
0035. The present disclosure relates to U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. Attorney Docket SKYWRKS. 
061A), titled “APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR VARI 
ABLE VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION” and U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. Attorney Docket SKYWRKS. 
063A), titled “APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR VOLT 
AGE DISTRIBUTION, each filed on even date herewith and 
each hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0036 FIG. 1 schematically depicts a power amplifier 
module for amplifying a radio frequency (RF) signal. 
0037 FIG. 2 schematically depicts an example wireless 
device that can have one or more of the power amplifier 
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modules of FIG. 1 configured to provide one or more func 
tionalities as described herein. 
0038 FIGS. 3A and 3B show example system architec 
tures that can be implemented in the wireless device of FIG. 
2. 
0039 FIGS. 4A and 4B schematically depict an example 
of how an RF signal to a power amplifier can be switched ON 
or OFF. 
0040 FIG. 5 shows that in certain embodiments, the 
switch depicted in FIGS. 4A and 4B can be formed as a 
triple-well CMOS device. 
0041 FIG. 6 shows an example configuration for operat 
ing the triple-well CMOS switch of FIG. 5. 
0042 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a circuit for distributing 
Voltages from a single Voltage regulator to a plurality of 
power amplifiers according to one embodiment. 
0043 FIGS. 8A-8C illustrate block diagrams for distrib 
uting regulated Voltages from a single low-dropout regulator 
according to certain embodiments. 
0044 FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment of a low-dropout 
regulator circuit. 
0045 FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a circuit for providing 
a variable Voltage from a Voltage regulator a plurality of 
power amplifiers according to one embodiment. 
0046 FIG. 11 is a block diagram for generating a variable 
Voltage from a single low-dropout regulator according to one 
embodiment. 
0047 FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a circuit for distribut 
ing variable, regulated Voltages from a single Voltage regula 
tor according to one embodiment. 
0048 FIG. 13 is a block diagram for distributing variable 
Voltages from a single low-dropout regulator according to one 
embodiment. 
0049 FIG. 14A shows a process of providing a plurality of 
regulated Voltages from a single regulated Voltage. 
0050 FIG. 14B shows a process of providing a variable 
regulated Voltage from a single regulated Voltage. 
0051 FIG. 14C shows a process of providing a plurality of 
variable regulated Voltages from a single regulated Voltage. 
0.052 FIG. 15 illustrates an electronic system that includes 
a variable Voltage distribution function according to one 
embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN 
EMBODIMENTS 

0053. The following detailed description of certain 
embodiments presents various descriptions of specific 
embodiments of the invention. However, the invention can be 
embodied in a multitude of different ways as defined and 
covered by the claims. In this description, reference is made 
to the drawings where like reference numerals indicate iden 
tical or functionally similar elements. 
0054 The headings provided herein, if any, are for conve 
nience only and do not necessarily affect the scope or mean 
ing of the claimed invention. 
0055 Provided herein are various non-limiting examples 
of devices and methods for facilitating amplification of a 
radio frequency (RF) signal. FIG. 1 schematically depicts a 
power amplifier module (PAM) 10 that can be configured to 
achieve Such an amplification of the RF signal So as to yield an 
output RF signal. As described herein, the power amplifier 
module can include one or more power amplifiers (PA). 
0056 FIG. 2 schematically depicts a device 11, such as a 
wireless device, for which one or more power amplifiers 
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controlled by one or more features of the present disclosure 
can be implemented. The example wireless device 11 
depicted in FIG. 2 can represent a multi-band and/or multi 
mode device Such as a multi-band/multi-mode mobile phone. 
0057. By way of examples, Global System for Mobile 
(GSM) communication standard is a mode of digital cellular 
communication that is utilized in many parts of the world. 
GSM mode mobile phones can operate at one or more of four 
frequency bands: 850 MHz (approximately 824-849 MHz for 
Tx,869-894MHz for Rx),900 MHz (approximately 880-915 
MHz for Tx, 925-96.0 MHz for RX), 1800 MHz (approxi 
mately 1710-1785 MHz for Tx., 1805-1880 MHz for Rx), 
1900 MHz (approximately 1850-1910 MHz for Tx., 1930 
1990 MHz for RX). Variations and/or regional/national imple 
mentations of the GSM bands are also utilized in different 
parts of the world. 
0058 Code division multiple access (CDMA) is another 
standard that can be implemented in mobile phone devices. In 
certain implementations, CDMA devices can operate in one 
or more of 900 MHZ and 1900 MHz bands. 
0059. One or more features of the present disclosure can 
be implemented in the foregoing example modes and/or 
bands, and in other communication standards. For example, 
3G and 4G are non-limiting examples of Such standards. 
0060. In certain embodiments, the wireless device 11 can 
include a transceiver component 13 configured to generate 
RF signals for transmission via an antenna 14, and receive 
incoming RF signals from the antenna 14. It will be under 
stood that various functionalities associated with the trans 
mission and receiving of RF signals can be achieved by one or 
more components that are collectively represented in FIG. 2 
as the transceiver 13. For example, a single component can be 
configured to provide both transmitting and receiving func 
tionalities. In another example, transmitting and receiving 
functionalities can be provided by separate components. 
0061 Similarly, it will be understood that various antenna 
functionalities associated with the transmission and receiving 
of RF signals can beachieved by one or more components that 
are collectively represented in FIG. 2 as the antenna 14. For 
example, a single antenna can be configured to provide both 
transmitting and receiving functionalities. In another 
example, transmitting and receiving functionalities can be 
provided by separate antennas. In yet another example, dif 
ferent bands associated with the wireless device 11 can be 
provided with one or more antennas. 
0062. In FIG. 2, one or more output signals from the trans 
ceiver 13 are depicted as being provided to the antenna 14 via 
one or more transmission paths 15. In the example shown, 
different transmission paths 15 can represent output paths 
associated with different bands and/or different power out 
puts. For example, two example power amplifiers 17 shown 
can represent amplifications associated with different power 
output configurations (e.g., low power output and high power 
output), and/or amplifications associated with different 
bands. 

0063. In FIG. 2, one or more detected signals from the 
antenna 14 are depicted as being provided to the transceiver 
13 via one or more receiving paths 16. In the example shown, 
different receiving paths 16 can represent paths associated 
with different bands. For example, the four example paths 16 
shown can represent quad-band capability that some wireless 
devices are provided with. 
0.064 FIG.2 shows that in certain embodiments, a switch 
ing component 12 can be provided, and Sucha component can 
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be configured to provide a number of Switching functional 
ities associated with an operation of the wireless device 11. In 
certain embodiments, the Switching component 12 can 
include a number of Switches configured to provide function 
alities associated with, for example, Switching between dif 
ferent bands, switching between different power modes, 
Switching between transmission and receiving modes, or 
Some combination thereof. Various non-limiting examples of 
such switches are described herein in greater detail. 
0065 FIG. 2 shows that in certain embodiments, a control 
component 18 can be provided, and Such a component can be 
configured to provide various control functionalities associ 
ated with operations of the Switching component 12, the 
power amplifiers 17, and/or other operating component(s). 
Non-limiting examples of the control component 18 are 
described herein in greater detail. 
0.066 FIG. 2 shows that in certain embodiments, a proces 
sor 20 can be configured to facilitate implementation of vari 
ous processes described herein. For the purpose of descrip 
tion, embodiments of the present disclosure may also be 
described with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or 
block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems) and com 
puter program products. It will be understood that each block 
of the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and com 
binations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations and/or block 
diagrams, may be implemented by computer program 
instructions. These computer program instructions may be 
provided to a processor of a general purpose computer, spe 
cial purpose computer, or other programmable data process 
ing apparatus to produce a machine, such that the instruc 
tions, which execute via the processor of the computer or 
other programmable data processing apparatus, create means 
for implementing the acts specified in the flowchart and/or 
block diagram block or blocks. 
0067. In certain embodiments, these computer program 
instructions may also be stored in a computer-readable 
memory (19 in FIG. 2) that can direct a computer or other 
programmable data processing apparatus to operate in a par 
ticular manner. Such that the instructions stored in the com 
puter-readable memory produce an article of manufacture 
including instruction means which implement the acts speci 
fied in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks. 
The computer program instructions may also be loaded onto 
a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus 
to cause a series of operations to be performed on the com 
puter or other programmable apparatus to produce a com 
puter implemented process Such that the instructions that 
execute on the computer or other programmable apparatus 
provide steps for implementing the acts specified in the flow 
chart and/or block diagram block or blocks. 
0068 FIGS. 3A and 3B show non-limiting examples of 
system architectures that can include one or more features of 
the present disclosure. For the purpose of description, the 
example architectures are depicted with two RF bands; how 
ever, it will be understood that other numbers of RF bands are 
also possible. For example, system architectures having simi 
lar functionalities can be implemented in configurations hav 
ing more than two bands (e.g., quad-band) or a single-band 
configuration. 
0069. In one example architecture 22, a first RF input 
indicated as "LBIN' and corresponding to a first band (e.g., 
a low band) can be amplified by one or more power amplifiers 
disposed and/or formed on a die 24a. Such amplified output 
RF signal is indicated as “LBOUT and can be subjected to 
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impedance matching (e.g., to approximately 50C2) by a com 
ponent depicted as 30a. Similarly, a second RF input indi 
cated as "HB IN' and corresponding to a second band (e.g., a 
high band) can be amplified by one or more power amplifiers 
disposed and/or formed on a die 24b. Such amplified output 
RF signal is indicated as “HBOUT and can be subjected to 
impedance matching by a component depicted as 30 b (e.g., to 
approximately 50C2). 
0070. In certain embodiments, amplification for a given 
RF band can include two or more amplification modes. For 
the example low RF band, the RF input LB IN can be routed 
to a high power amplification mode or a low/medium power 
amplification mode via a switch depicted as 32a. If the switch 
32a is set for the high power mode, the RF signal can undergo 
amplification by one or more power amplifiers (e.g., by 
staged amplifiers 29a and 29b) so as to yield a high power 
output. If the switch 32a is set for the low/medium power 
mode, the RF signal can undergo amplification by one or 
more power amplifiers. 
0071. In certain embodiments, the switch 32a need not be 
employed. For example, the input impedance of the staged 
amplifiers 29a and 30a can be substantially matched, and the 
RF input LBIN can be provided to both staged amplifiers 29a 
and 30a. 
0072. In the example shown, a low power mode can be 
achieved by utilizing a power amplifier 30a, and a medium 
power mode can be achieved by amplifying the RF signal in 
stages by the power amplifier 30a and a second power ampli 
fier 30b. Examples of switching and routing of the RF signals 
to allow selection of the low, medium and high power oper 
ating modes are described herein in greater detail. The low/ 
medium amplified output RF signal can be subjected to 
impedance matching by a component depicted as 31a prior to 
being output in a manner similar to that of the high power 
output signal. 
0073. Similarly, for the example high RF band, the RF 
input HB IN can be routed to a high power amplification 
mode or a low/medium power amplification mode via a 
switch depicted as 32b. If the switch 32b is set for the high 
power mode, the RF signal can undergo amplification by one 
or more power amplifiers (e.g., by staged amplifiers 29c and 
29d) so as to yield a high power output. 
0074. If the switch 32b is set for the low/medium power 
mode, the RF signal can undergo amplification by one or 
more power amplifiers. In the example shown, a low power 
mode can beachieved by utilizing a power amplifier 30c, and 
a medium power mode can be achieved by amplifying the RF 
signal in stages by the power amplifier 30c and a second 
power amplifier 30d. Examples of switching and routing of 
the RF signals to allow selection of the low, medium and high 
power operating modes are described herein in greater detail. 
The low/medium amplified output RF signal can be subjected 
to impedance matching by a component depicted as 31b prior 
to being output in a manner similar to that of the high power 
output signal. 
0075. In the example architecture 22 depicted in FIG.3A, 
operation of the low and medium power modes can be facili 
tated by switch assemblies 27a, 28a (for the low band) and 
27b, 28b (for the high band). To operate in a low or medium 
power mode, for the low band, the switch 28a can be closed, 
and the Switch 32a can be in a state that routes the LB IN 
signal to the power amplifier 30a. To operate in a medium 
power mode, a connecting Switch (depicted as the upper one 
in the switchassembly 27a) can be closed and a bypass switch 
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(depicted as the lower one) can be opened, such that the power 
amplifiers 30a and 30b amplify the LB IN signal in stages to 
yield the medium power output. To operate in a low output 
mode, the connecting Switch of the Switch assembly 27a can 
be opened and the bypass switch of the switch assembly 27a 
can be closed, such that the LB IN signal is amplified by the 
power amplifier 30a by bypasses the power amplifier 30b so 
as to yield the low power output. Operation of low or medium 
power mode for the high band can be achieved in a similar 
manner utilizing the switch assemblies 27b and 28b. 
0076. In the example configuration 22 shown in FIG. 3A, 
various switches (e.g. 27a, 27b, 28a, 28b) are depicted as 
being part of a die 23. In certain embodiments, the die 23 can 
also include a power amplifier bias control component 25. 
The PA bias control component 25 is depicted as controlling 
the example PAS (29a, 29b, 30a, 30b of the low band portion, 
and 29c, 29d, 30c, 30d of the high band portion) via bias 
control lines depicted as 33a and 33b. In certain embodi 
ments, the PA bias control component 25 can be provided 
with one or more input control signals 26 so as to facilitate 
one or more functionalities associated with various PAS as 
described herein. 

0077. In certain embodiments, various switches and 
power amplifiers associated with the dies depicted as 24a, 
24b can be fabricated on Substrates such as gallium arsenide 
(GaAs) utilizing devices such as pseudomorphic high elec 
tron mobility transistors (pHEMT) or bipolar field effect tran 
sistors (BiFET). In certain embodiments, the dies depicted as 
24a, 24b in FIG. 3A can be formed on the same GaAs sub 
strate, or on separate GaAs substrates. Further, functionalities 
associated with the dies depicted as 24a, 24b can be formed 
on a single die, or on separate dies. 
0078. In certain embodiments, various switches (e.g. 27a, 
27b, 28a, 28b) associated with operation of various PAs (e.g., 
29a, 29b,30a, 30b of the low band portion, and 29c, 29d, 30c, 
30d of the high band portion) can be fabricated as comple 
mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) devices. In 
certain embodiments, at least some of the PA bias control 
component 25 can be implemented on a CMOS die. In the 
example shown in FIG.3A, the switches (e.g. 27a, 27b, 28a, 
28b) and the PA bias control component 25 are depicted as 
being parts of the same CMOS die 26. In certain embodi 
ments, such Switches and PA bias control component can be 
parts of different CMOS dies. 
0079. In certain embodiments, at least one power amplifier 
and one or more Switches associated with its operation can be 
implemented on a CMOS die. FIG. 3B shows an example 
architecture 34 that can generally provide dual-band signal 
amplification functionalities similar to that described in ref 
erence to FIG. 3A. In FIG. 3B, “IN 1 and OUT “1” can 
represent the low band input and output LB IN and LB out; 
and “IN 2' and OUT “2’ can represent the high band input 
and output HB IN and HBOUT. Further, switching function 
ality associated with switches 32a and 32b can be provided by 
switches 37a and 37b. For high power mode of operation, PAS 
29a, 29b, 29c, 29d that are parts of dies 36a, 36b can be 
similar to the dies 24a, 24b described in reference to FIG.3A. 
0080. In FIG. 3B, power amplifiers 38a, 38b, 38c, 38d 
corresponding to the medium/low power modes are depicted 
as being formed on the same die 35 (e.g., CMOS die) on 
which the switches (e.g. 27a, 27b, 28a, 28b) are formed. 
Other than these components being on the same CMOS die, 
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operation of the example medium/low power modes can be 
achieved in a manner similar to those described in reference 
to FIG 3A 
0081. Similar to FIG. 3A, the example configuration 34 of 
FIG. 3B includes a PA bias control component 37 that is part 
of the example CMOS die35. The PAbias control component 
37 is depicted as receiving one or more input control signals 
28 and controlling one or more functionalities associated with 
the various PAS. The PAs (e.g., 29a, 29b for the first band, and 
29c, 29d for the second band) associated with the high power 
mode are depicted as being controlled via bias control lines 
39a and 39b. The PAs (e.g., 38a, 38b for the first band, and 
38c, 38d for the second band) associated with the medium/ 
low mode are depicted as being controlled via bias control 
lines 39C and 39d. 
0082 It will be understood that the configurations 22 and 
34 of FIGS. 3A and 3B are specific examples of design 
architectures that can be implemented. There are a number of 
other configurations that can be implemented utilizing one or 
more features of the present disclosure. 
0083. In the context of switches for RF power amplifiers, 
FIGS. 4A and 4B shows a switching configuration 40 that can 
form a basis for more complex architectures. In a signal path 
configuration 4.0a of FIG. 4A, an RF signal can be routed 
through a first path 42a by providing a switch S1 that is 
closed. In the configuration 40a, second path 42b is depicted 
as having a Switch S2 that is open and a power amplifier. Thus, 
for the purpose of operating the power amplifier in the 
example path 42b, the configuration 4.0a can represent an 
OFF State. 
0084. In a signal path configuration 40b of FIG. 4B that 
can represent an ON state for the power amplifier, the switch 
S2 on the second path 42b is closed and the switch S1 on the 
first path 42a is open. For the purpose of description of FIGS. 
4A and 4B, the first example path 42a is depicted without any 
component other than the switch S1. It will be understood that 
there may be one or more components (e.g., one or more 
power amplifiers) along the first path 42a. 
0085. In the context of power amplifiers that can be 
included in portable and/or wireless devices (e.g., mobile 
phones), a power amplifier system can be subjected to varying 
processes and operating conditions such as Voltage and tem 
perature variations. For example, a power amplifier system 
can be powered using a variable Supply Voltage. Such as a 
battery of a mobile phone. 
I0086. In certain situations, it can be important for a power 
amplifier system to switch between power modes so that the 
power amplifier Switch can control power consumption. For 
example, in a mobile device embodiment, having a plurality 
of power modes allows the power amplifier to extend battery 
life. Control signals, such as mode input signals received on a 
pin or pad, can be used to indicate a desired mode of opera 
tion. The power amplifier system can include a plurality of RF 
signal pathways, which can pass through power amplification 
stages of varying gain. Switches can be inserted in and/or 
about these pathways, and Switch control logic can be used to 
enable the switches and power amplifiers associated with the 
selected power amplifier RF signal pathway. 
0087 Placing a switch in a signal path of a power amplifier 
(e.g., in the example signal path 42b of FIGS. 4A and 4B) can 
produce a number of effects. For example, insertion of a 
Switch into a RF signal pathway can result in a loss of signal 
power due to radiation and resistive losses. Additionally, even 
a switch in an OFF state placed along an active RF signal 
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pathway can attenuate a RF signal. Thus, it can be important 
that the Switch introduce low insertion loss in both ON and 
OFF states. Furthermore, it can be important that the switch 
be highly or acceptably linear, so as to reduce distortion of a 
RF signal which passes through the Switch. Distortion can 
reduce the fidelity of an RF signal; and reduction of such 
distortion can be important in a mobile system embodiment. 
I0088. In certain embodiments, switches can be integrated 
on a mixed-transistor integrated circuit (IC) having power 
amplification circuitry, such as a BiFET, BiCMOS die 
employing silicon or GaAs technologies. Additionally, 
switches can be provided on a discrete die, such as a pHEMT 
RF switch die, and can be configured to interface with a 
mixed-transistor power amplifier die to implement a config 
urable power amplifier system. However, these approaches 
can be relatively expensive and consume significant amounts 
of area as compared to a silicon CMOS technology. Power 
consumption and the area of a power amplifier system can be 
important considerations, such as in mobile system applica 
tions. Thus, there is a need for employing a CMOS switch in 
a RF signal power amplifier system. 
0089. In certain embodiments, CMOS RF switches can be 
relatively large, so that the switch resistance in an ON-state 
can be relatively small so as to minimize RF insertion loss. 
However, large CMOS RF switches can have undesirable 
parasitic components, which can cause significant leakages 
and cause damage to RF signal fidelity. Additionally, the 
wells and active areas of the CMOS RF switches can have 
associated parasitic diode and bipolar structures. Without 
proper control of the wells of a CMOS RF switch, parasitic 
structures may become active and increase the power con 
Sumption of the power amplifier system and potentially ren 
der the system dysfunctional. Furthermore, CMOS devices 
are susceptible to breakdown, Such as gate oxide breakdown, 
and other reliability concerns, so it can be important to prop 
erly bias a CMOS RF switch during operation. 
0090. In certain embodiments, one or more switches 
described herein can be selectively activated depending on a 
variety of factors, including, for example, a power mode of 
the power amplifier system. For example, in a high power 
mode a CMOS RF switch may be positioned in an OFF state 
and configured to be in a shunt configuration with the active 
RF signal path. The isolated P-well voltage of such a switch 
can be controlled to both prevent overvoltage or other stress 
conditions which may endanger the reliability, while optimiz 
ing or improving the linearity of the switch. The linearity of 
the RF signal pathway having a shunt CMOS switch in an 
OFF-state can be improved by keeping the isolated P-well 
Voltage at a selected Voltage (e.g., relatively low Voltage) so as 
to avoid forward biasing of parasitic diode structures formed 
between the P-well and the N-type diffusion regions of the 
Source and drain. By preventing the forward-biasing of para 
sitic diode structures, the injection of unintended current into 
the active RF signal pathway can be avoided, thereby increas 
ing linearity of the power amplifier system. 
0091. In certain embodiments, some orall of the foregoing 
example properties can be addressed by one or more features 
associated with a CMOS RF switch, such as a Switch 50 
depicted in FIG. 5. The example switch 50 can include a 
triple-well structure having an N-well 52 and a P-well 53 
formed on a P-type substrate 51. As shown in FIG. 5, the 
N-well 52 can surround the P-well 53 so as to electrically 
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isolate the P-well 53 from the Substrate 51. The N-well 52 can 
beformed by using, for example, a deep N-well or any other 
suitable N-type buried layer. 
0092. The switch 50 further includes a source terminal 56 
and a drain terminal 59. An oxide layer 65 is disposed on the 
P-well 53, and a gate 58 is disposed on top of the oxide layer 
65. An N-type source diffusion region and an N-type drain 
diffusion region corresponding to the Source and drain termi 
nals (56, 59) are depicted as regions 57 and 60, respectively. 
In certain embodiments, formation of the triple-well structure 
and the source, drain and gate terminals thereon can be 
achieved in a number of known ways. 
0093. In certain operating situations, an input signal can be 
provided to the source terminal 56. Whether the switch 50 
allows the input signal to pass to the drain terminal 59 (so as 
to yield an output signal) can be controlled by application of 
bias voltages to the gate 58. For example, application of a first 
gate voltage can result in the switch 50 being in an “ON” state 
to allow passage of the input signal from the source terminal 
56 to the drain terminal 59; while application of a second gate 
voltage can turn the switch 50 "OFF" to substantially prevent 
passage of the input signal. 
0094. In certain embodiments, the switch 50 can include a 
P-well terminal 54 connected to the P-well 53 by a P-type 
diffusion region 55. In certain embodiments, the P-type dif 
fusion region 55 and the N-type diffusion regions 57 and 60 
can be all formed substantially in the P-well 53. In certain 
embodiments, the P-well terminal 54 can be provided with 
one or more voltages, or held at one or more electrical poten 
tials, to facilitate controlling of an isolated Voltage of the 
P-well. Examples of such P-well voltages are described 
herein in greater detail. 
0.095. In certain embodiments, the switch 50 can include 
an N-well terminal 61 connected to the N-well 52 by an 
N-type diffusion region 62. In certain embodiments, the 
N-type diffusion region 62 can be formed substantially in the 
N-well 52. In certain embodiments, the N-well terminal 61 
can be provided with one or more Voltages, or held at one or 
more electrical potentials, to provide the switch 50 with one 
or more desired operating performance features. One or more 
examples of such N-well voltages are described herein in 
greater detail. 
0096. In certain embodiments, the switch 50 can include a 
P-type substrate terminal 63 connected to the P-type substrate 
51 and having a P-type diffusion region 64. In certain embodi 
ments, the P-type diffusion region 64 can be formed substan 
tially in the P-type substrate 51. In certain embodiments, the 
P-type substrate terminal 63 can be provided with one or more 
Voltages, or held at one or more electrical potentials, to pro 
vide the switch 50 with one or more desired operating per 
formance features. One or more examples of such N-well 
Voltages are described herein in greater detail. 
0097. In the example CMOS device shown in FIG. 5, the 
switching functionality of the switch 50 is generally provided 
by an NMOS transistor defined by the N-type diffusion 
regions (57, 60) in the P-well 53. FIG. 6 shows that for such 
a configuration, diodes can format p-n junctions of the triple 
well structure. For example, a diode 72 can have an anode 
formed from the P-well 53, and a cathode formed from the 
N-type diffusion region 57. Similarly, a diode 73 can have an 
anode formed from the P-well 53 and a cathode formed from 
the N-type diffusion region 60. Depending on the voltage of 
the P-well 53 relative to the voltages of the N-type diffusion 
regions 57 and 60, the diodes 72 and 73 can be biased in, for 
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example, a reverse bias or forward bias region of operation. 
For the purpose of description herein, bias Voltages applied to 
the N-type diffusion regions 57 and 60 (corresponding to the 
Source and drain terminals, respectively) may or may not be 
the same. Further, for the purpose of description herein, a 
reverse bias can include a configuration where a Voltage asso 
ciated with an N-type region is equal to or greater than a 
Voltage associated with a P-type region that forms a p-n 
junction with the N-type region. 
0098. In certain embodiments, the N-type diffusion 
regions 57 and 60 can be held at substantially the same DC 
Voltage. In certain embodiment, such a configuration can be 
achieved by providing a relatively large value shunt resistor 
(e.g., polysilicon resistor) 75 across the source and the drain. 
(0099. In the context of triple-well CMOS devices, the 
N-well 52 can substantially isolate the P-well 53 from the 
P-type substrate 51. In certain embodiments, the presence of 
the N-well 52 between the P-well 53 and the P-type substrate 
51 can result in two additional diodes. As shown in FIG. 6, the 
illustrated triple well structure can include a diode 71 having 
an anode formed from the P-well 53 and a cathode formed 
from the N-well 52. Similarly, the triple well structure can 
include a diode 70 having an anode formed from the P-type 
substrate 51 and a cathode formed from the N-well 52. 
0100. In certain embodiments, the switch 50 can be oper 
ated so as to reverse-bias one or more of the diodes shown in 
FIG. 6. To maintain such reverse-biases, the source terminal, 
drain terminal, gate terminal, P-well terminal, N-well termi 
nal, P-Substrate terminal, or any combination thereof, can be 
provided with one or more Voltages, or held at one or more 
electrical potentials. In certain embodiments, such voltages 
or electrical potentials can also provide one or more addi 
tional functionalities that can improve the performance of the 
switch 50. Non-limiting examples of such performance 
enhancing features are described herein in greater detail. 
Although FIGS. 5 and 6 have described an NMOS transistor 
as providing the functionality of a switch, a PMOS transistor 
can also be employed. 

Voltage Regulation 

0101. A number of applications can require multiple accu 
rate regulated Voltages. For example, multiple accurate power 
amplifier (PA) bias voltages can be required in the systems of 
FIGS. 3A, 3B, among others. As discussed above, PAS can be 
implemented in a number of applications, for example, 
mobile devices such as mobile phones. The techniques 
described herein that use a single Voltage regulator to provide 
variable and/or distributed regulated Voltages can result in 
power savings that can have result in numerous advantages, 
for example, prolonging battery life of a mobile device. Pro 
longed battery life can be convenient in some circumstances 
and critical in others. For example, alonger battery life can be 
a matter of life or death in emergency situations, such as being 
lost in the woods or trapped in a car during a SnowStorm. 
Additionally, a longer battery life is good for the environ 
ment, as less power consumption helps to prevent depletion of 
natural resources and reduces the need for additional power 
generation. 
0102 One conventional approach to providing multiple 
accurate regulated Voltages involves using multiple low 
dropout regulators (LDOs) to regulate the Voltages that are 
passed to each stage of a PA at each power mode. An LDO for 
each stage is typically implemented, as well as LDOS with 
different output voltages. Although it can be desirable to keep 
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current and area consumption as low as possible, these con 
ventional approaches to Voltage regulation can increase die 
area and voltage distribution complexity. Moreover, multiple 
LDOS can also make Such designs and their respective prod 
ucts fail cost, area, and/or current consumption targets or 
specifications. Another conventional approach to achieve 
variable PA quiescent bias points is to add a bleed function to 
the PA bias. 
0103 Advantageously, accurate Voltages as programmed 
and/or controlled by a user can be distributed using a single 
Voltage regulator, Such as a single LDO. Alternatively or 
additionally, each of these accurate Voltages can be selec 
tively adjusted to a desired Voltage level using one or more 
variable voltage control elements. Moreover, distribution 
and/or variable control of regulated Voltage(s) can be done in 
a manner consistent with the demanding specifications 
required for analog circuits. Using a single Voltage regulator 
instead of multiple Voltage regulators can result in significant 
savings in die area, lower current consumption, and reduced 
design complexity. In addition, such a solution can provide 
additional flexibility for future architectural changes or func 
tionality. 
0104 Further, multiple voltage references can be used to 
create different quiescent bias points depending upon a 
desired power mode. The specifications in the industry for 
quiescent current in each power mode for the PAM can be 
aggressive, especially for PAS used in RF applications. There 
fore, there is a need to change the regulated Voltage to some of 
the PA transistors depending on a chosen power mode. 
0105 Moreover, a number of process technologies can be 
used to implement Sucha Voltage regulator, including without 
limitation GaAs, pHEMPT, BiFET, and CMOS technologies. 
Although GaAs, pHEMPT, or BiFET technologies have typi 
cally been considered more desirable technologies than 
CMOS for implementing PAMRF switches and their associ 
ated data paths, Voltage regulation can be implemented in 
CMOS according to one embodiment. Multi-mode products 
being introduced on the market today can require advanced 
architectures used to switch between various power modes 
(e.g., high power, medium power, and low power). One Such 
architecture is available in products from the Assignee of this 
application, Skyworks Solutions, Inc. of Woburn, Mass. With 
market pressure to reduce costs and maintain profitable gross 
margins, these architectures may become more cost-effective 
by using a lower cost technology, Such as bulk or triple-well 
CMOS, despite certain shortcomings. For example, using 
CMOS RF switches in such a hybrid application, the RF 
CMOS switches used are typically very large to provide low 
RF insertion loss. Due to their size and undesirable parasitics, 
these Switches can exhibit significant losses and leakages. 
These leakages can lead to problematic and/or unintended 
forward active regions of operation which make entire PAM 
systems dysfunctional. Therefore, a solution using CMOS 
that overcomes such obstacles would be desirable. 

Distribution of Regulated Voltages 
0106 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a voltage distribution 
circuit 100 for distributing regulated voltages according to 
one embodiment. The illustrated voltage distribution circuit 
100 includes a single voltage regulator 102, a distribution 
circuit 104, a control circuit 106, and PAS 108a-108m. The 
illustrated components of the distribution circuit 100 can be 
implemented on one or more integrated circuits using one or 
more semiconductor technologies. The Voltage regulator 102. 
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the distribution circuit 104, and the control circuit can be 
implemented, for example, as part of the PA bias control 25 
(FIG.3A), 37 (FIG.3B) described above. The voltage distri 
bution circuit 100 can provide a plurality of regulated volt 
ages Vreg1:N to bias power amplifiers 108a-108m from the 
single voltage regulator 102. The voltage distribution circuit 
100 can implement a function to distribute a single input 
reference Voltage Vref into a plurality of regulated Voltages 
Vreg1:N with the distribution circuit 104 and the control 
circuit 106. 

0107 The voltage regulator 102 can receive a reference 
Voltage Vref in, a power Supply Voltage, and a feedback 
signal Vfb as inputs and generate a regulated output voltage 
Vreg out as an output. The Voltage regulator 102 can com 
pare the regulated output Voltage Vreg out to the reference 
voltage Vref in and differences between the regulated output 
Voltage Vreg out and the fixed, internal reference Voltage 
Vref in can create a negative feedback loop to reduce the 
Voltage error. The regulated output VoltageVreg out can have 
a higher voltage value than the reference voltage Vref in. The 
feedback signal Vfb can be a voltage provided by the distri 
bution circuit 104. The regulated output Voltage Vreg out can 
be used as a stable power Supply Voltage, which can be inde 
pendent of load impedance, input-voltage variations, tem 
perature, and/or time. The Voltage regulator 102 can include 
an operational amplifier, transistors, resistive elements, and/ 
or diodes to create the regulated output Voltage Vreg out. 
0108. One characteristic of a voltage regulator is a dropout 
Voltage. The dropout Voltage can represent the difference 
between the output Voltage and the input voltage at which a 
Voltage regulator quits regulation with further reductions in 
input Voltage. A dropout Voltage is typically considered to be 
reached when the output Voltage has dropped to approxi 
mately 100 mV below the nominal value. The dropout volt 
age, which can characterize the regulator, can depend on, for 
example, load current and junction temperature of a pass 
transistor. 

0109 The dropout voltage can divide voltage regulators 
into three classes: standard regulators, quasi-LDOS, and 
LDOs. Standard regulators can employ NPN pass transistors, 
and typically drop out at about 2V. Quasi-LDO regulators can 
use a Darlington structure to implement a pass device made 
up of an NPN transistor and a PNP. The dropout voltage, Vs. 
(PNP)+V(NPN), can typically be about 1 V. LDOs can 
have a dropout Voltage of less than about 1 V, for example, 
about 100 mV to 200 mV. The voltage regulator 102 can 
include any of these types of Voltage regulators. 
0110. Alternatively or additionally, voltage regulators can 
be defined by their schematic topology. As one example, 
LDOS can include an open collector or an open drain topol 
ogy. For example, as shown in FIG. 9, the PMOS transistor 
134 has a gate connected to the output of error amplifier 132, 
a source connected to Vbatt, and a drain that provides an 
output Voltage Vout. Such a topology can be called an open 
drain circuit because the drain of the PMOS transistor 134 
drives an output load. An open collector circuit is a similar 
topology that can use a bipolar transistor instead of a MOS 
FET. These topologies can enable transistor Saturation in a 
transistor driving an LDO output and limit the Voltage drop to 
the saturation drop. In contrast, an emitter follower topology 
(also referred to as a common collector) can include provid 
ing an output Voltage from the emitter, in which the emitter is 
connected to a first end of a resistor and a second end of the 
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resistoris connected to a power rail or ground reference. More 
details regarding LDOs will be provided later in connection 
with FIG. 9. 

0111. The reference voltage Vref in can be a fixed internal 
reference Voltage with a known Voltage value. In one embodi 
ment, the reference voltage Vref in can be provided by a 
bandgap circuit, which is a circuit that can produce a refer 
ence voltage close to the theoretical bandgap of silicon at 0° 
K. In Such an embodiment, the reference Voltage Vreg in can 
be around 1.25 V. 

0112 The power supply voltage Vbatt can be provided by 
a battery. Alternatively or additionally, the power supply volt 
age can be provided by any suitable source of a power Supply. 
The power supply voltage Vbatt can provide a voltage of for 
example, about 1.5 V to 9.0 V. In one embodiment, the power 
supply voltage Vbatt can be provided by a lithium ion battery 
having a Voltage of about 4.2 V when fully charged and a 
voltage of about 2.7 V when almost discharged. While a 
battery discharges, the Voltage regulator 102 can provide a 
constant output Voltage Vreg out of for example, around 2.5 
V. The power supply voltage Vbatt can be an upper limit on 
the output Voltage Vreg out. 
0113. The distribution circuit 104 can receive the regu 
lated output Voltage Vreg out from the Voltage regulator 102 
and one or more distribution control signals Distribution 
Control from the control circuit 106. From these inputs, the 
distribution circuit can provide the voltage regulator 102 with 
a feedback signal Vfb and provide a plurality of PAS 108a 
108m with a plurality of regulated voltages Vreg1:N. Each of 
the regulated voltages Vreg1:NI can be provided to one or 
more of the PAS 108a-108m or individual stages of the PAS 
108a-108n. For example, in one embodiment, a PA can com 
prise two or more stages and two or more of the stages can 
receive different regulated voltages. From such a PA, outputs 
from different stages can be used for different purposes, for 
example, different power modes as will be described with 
more detail in connection with FIG. 15. The distribution can 
comprises Switches, such as transistors, or any Suitable dis 
tribution elements operative to distribute accurate regulated 
output Voltages. More detail regarding a particular embodi 
ment of the distribution circuit 104 will be provided in con 
nection with FIGS. 8A-8C. 

0114. The control circuit 106 can provide the distribution 
circuit 104 with one or more distribution control signals Dis 
tribution Control. The distribution control signals Distribu 
tion Control can selectively control the regulated Voltages 
Vreg1:Nbased on desired operation of the PAS 108a-108m. 
For example, the distribution control signals Distribution 
Control can adjust outputs of the distribution circuit 104 to 
enable/disable certain PAS and/or based on voltage levels 
desired for different power modes. More detail regarding 
particular embodiments of the control circuit 106 will be 
provided in connection with FIGS. 8A-8C. 
0115 The plurality of PAS 108a-108n can use the regu 
lated Voltages Vreg1:N as bias signals in amplifying signals 
for transmission. The plurality of PAS 108a-108n can imple 
ment any of the PAs described above, for example, with 
reference to FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4.B. Each of the illustrated 
PAS 108a-108n can represent one or more PAs. In addition, 
one or more of the PAS 108a-108n can include two or more 
stages that can receive different regulated Voltages provided 
by the distribution circuit 104. This feature is illustrated in 
FIG. 15. 
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0116. One or more of the plurality of PAS 108a-108m can 
be implemented on either the same integrated circuit and/or a 
different integrated circuit than the distribution circuit 104 
and/or the control circuit 106, for example, as shown in FIGS. 
3A and 3B. One or more of the PAS 108a-108m can be imple 
mented in a different technology than the distribution circuit 
104. For example, the distribution circuit 104 can be imple 
mented in a silicon CMOS technology and one or more of the 
PAS 108a-108n can be implemented in, for example, GaAs 
pHEMPT or BiFET technologies. This can be advantageous 
because certain applications, such as PAM RF switches, can 
be betterimplemented in GaAs pHEMPT or BiFET, while the 
characteristics of less expensive CMOS technology can pro 
vide the required characteristics of the distribution circuit 
104. 

0117 FIGS. 8A-8C illustrate functional block diagrams 
for distributing regulated Voltages from a single Voltage regu 
lator according to certain embodiments. Voltage distribution 
systems 110A, 1106, 110C illustrate three different ways of 
controlling Voltage distribution. The Voltage distribution sys 
tems 110A, 1106, 110C each include a single LDO 112, 
distribution elements 114, feedback elements 116, and con 
trol circuits 120, 122, 124. These systems can be used, for 
example, to distribute a single regulated output Voltage to 
each of a plurality of PA bias references. 
0118. The single LDO 112 is an example of the voltage 
regulator 102 (FIG. 7) and can implement any combination of 
the functionality described above with reference to the volt 
age regulator 102. The single LDO 112 can be used to provide 
a stable power Supply Voltage independent of load imped 
ance, input-voltage variations, temperature, and time. As 
described above, an LDO can be defined by a dropout voltage 
and/or schematic topology. LDOS can have a lower dropout 
Voltage and dissipation than quasi-LDOS or standard Voltage 
regulators, and thus can be more efficient. In some embodi 
ments, LDOS can have lower maximum input Voltage speci 
fications than standard Voltage regulators and/or can require 
certain external capacitors to maintain stability. 
0119 LDOs can maintain voltage regulation with small 
differences between Supply Voltage and load Voltage. For 
example, a lithium-ion battery can drop from about 4.2 V 
(fully charged) to about 2.7 V (almost discharged) and an 
LDO can maintain a constant Voltage of approximately 2.5V 
at the load. Advantageously, an LDO can be used in any 
equipment that needs constant and stable Voltage, while mini 
mizing the upstream Supply and/or working with wide fluc 
tuations in upstream Supply. Typical examples of circuits that 
can receive the LDO output include without limitation cir 
cuitry with digital or RF loads. For example, LDOs can be 
used in portable applications to maintain the required system 
Voltage independent of the state of battery charge. 
0.120. The LDO 112 can be a “linear series voltage regu 
lator. Such Voltage regulators typically include an input con 
figured to receive a reference Voltage, a means of Scaling the 
output Voltage and comparing it to the reference, a feedback 
amplifier, and a series pass transistor (bipolar or FET) with a 
voltage drop that can be controlled by the amplifier to main 
tain the output at the required value. For example, if the load 
current decreases, causing the output to rise incrementally, 
the error Voltage can increase, the amplifier output can rise, 
the Voltage across the pass transistor can increase, and the 
output can return to its original value. 
I0121 One or more of the PAS 108a-108n can be imple 
mented in a different technology than the LDO 112. For 
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example, LDO 112 can be implemented in CMOS technol 
ogy, such as bulk CMOS, and one or more of the PAS 108a 
108m can be implemented in, for example, GaAs pHEMPT or 
BiFET technologies. Alternatively or additionally, one or 
more of the PAS 108a-108n can be implemented in the same 
technology as the LDO 112, for example, CMOS, GaAs 
pHEMPT, or BiFET technologies. 
0122 One embodiment of the LDO 112 is provided in 
FIG. 9. LDO 130 can include an error amplifier 132 and a 
PMOS pass transistor 134. The error amplifier 132 and the 
PMOS pass transistor 134 can form a voltage-controlled cur 
rent source. The error amplifier 132 can include a positive 
input terminal connected to Vref in, a negative input termi 
nal, and an output. The PMOS pass transistor 134 can include 
a gate, a source, and a drain. As illustrated in FIG.9, the gate 
of the PMOS pass transistor 134 can be connected to the 
output of the error amplifier 132, the source can be connected 
to a battery Voltage V batt, and the drain can provide an output 
voltage Vout. The output voltage Vout can be provided to one 
or more loads, such as a bias input to a PA, and a high gain 
feedback loop. In one embodiment, the high gain feedback 
loop can include distribution elements 136. This can be 
advantageous because by integrating the distribution network 
136 into the LDO feedback path the circuit can better com 
pensate for process, temperature, and Supply variations, and 
thus increase the accuracy of the regulated Voltages provided. 
Accordingly, in this embodiment, the distribution elements 
136 may not introduce additional variation in regulated volt 
ages provided to loads, such as PAs. 
0123. In the feedback loop, the output voltage Vout can be 
scaled down by the voltage divider that includes resistors R1, 
R2. A first end of a first resistor R1 can be connected to the 
drain of PMOS pass transistor 134. A second end of the first 
resistor R1 can be connected to the first end of the second 
resistor R2 and the positive input of the error amplifier 132. 
The second end of the second resistor R2 can be connected to 
ground. The first resistor R1 and the second resistor R2 can 
correspond to the feedback elements 116 of FIGS. 8A-8C. 
The values of the first resistor R1 and the second resistor R2 
can be selected to set the gain of the LDO. For example, the 
output Voltage Vout can be represented by the following equa 
tion: 

Vout–Vref in-Vref in R1,R2 

0.124. In the embodiment shown in FIG.9, the pass device 
136 is a PMOS transistor. However, a variety of pass devices 
can be used in LDOs based on a desired application. 
Examples of other types of pass devices can include without 
limitation NPN bipolar transistors, PNP bipolar transistors, 
and Darlington circuits. For a given Supply Voltage, bipolar 
pass devices can deliver the highest output current in certain 
embodiments. In some applications, a PNP can be preferred 
to an NPN, because the base of the PNP can be pulled to 
ground, fully saturating the transistor if necessary. Typically, 
the base of the NPN can only be pulled as high as the supply 
Voltage, limiting the minimum Voltage drop to the Voltage 
difference between the base and the emitter V. As a result, 
NPN and Darlington pass devices are typically used in appli 
cations with dropout voltages of 1 V or more, which are not 
typically considered LDO devices. Yet in other embodiments, 
NPN and Darlington pass devices can be used to implement 
dropout voltages of LDOs. NPN and Darlington pass devices 
can be desirable in applications where wide bandwidth and 
immunity to capacitive loading are necessary, as they typi 
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cally have characteristically low output impedance. PMOS 
and PNP transistors can be effectively saturated in LDOs, 
thereby minimizing the Voltage loss and the power dissipated 
by the pass device, thus allowing low dropout, high-efficiency 
voltage regulators. PMOS pass devices can provide a lower 
dropout Voltage than PNP transistors, approximately Rs. 
(ON)xI in some embodiments. PMOS pass devices can also 
allow the quiescent current flow to be minimized. A typical 
drawback of using a MOS transistor is that it has been imple 
mented as an external component, especially for controlling 
high currents. This can result in making the IC a controller, 
rather than a complete self-contained regulator. 
(0.125 Referring back to FIGS. 8A-8C, the output Vreg 
out of the single LDO 112 can be provided to distribution 
elements 114. The distribution elements 114 are one exem 
plary embodiment of the distribution circuit 104 (FIG. 7). 
0.126 The distribution elements 114 can include a trans 
mission gate Voltage distribution network of Switches. In 
response to signals provided by a control circuit 120, 122, 
124, the distribution elements can selectively provide regu 
lated output voltages to a plurality of different loads by turn 
ing switches “On or “Off” For example, one or more of the 
transmission Switches can turn "On” and connect the output 
of the LDO 112 Vreg out to one or more of regulated output 
Voltages Vreg out1-Vreg out6. Alternatively or additionally, 
one or more of the transmission switches can turn “Off” and 
disable the connection between the output of the LDO 112 
Vreg out and one or more of the regulated output Voltages 
Vreg out1-Vreg outó. 
0127. The distribution elements 114 can also include 
switches to close a feedback loop to the positive terminal of 
the LDO 112. Each of the Switches can connect one of the 
distributed regulated output Voltages Vreg out1-Vreg out6 
to the feedback elements 116, for example, the first end of 
resistor R1. In one embodiment, these switches can be selec 
tively controlled to close the feedback loop when a corre 
sponding transmission Switch turns “On to provide a regu 
lated output Voltage. Closing the feedback loop can 
compensate for process, Supply, and temperature variations, 
integrating the distribution network So that it can be included 
within a high gain feedback loop. Thus, the distribution ele 
ments 114 can reduce or minimize output Voltage errors by 
integrating the user-defined, digitally selected functionality 
within the feedback loop for an error amplifier in LDO 112. 
0128. The distribution elements 114 can include transis 
tors, such as MOSFETs and/or bipolar transistors. In one 
embodiment, the transistors can be NMOS devices. Such 
NMOS devices can be formed using a bulk CMOS process 
technology, for example. These devices can Supply specified 
temperature-compensated bias Voltages to output loads. For 
example, in one embodiment. Such bias Voltages can be pro 
vided to the one or more GaAs PAS on a separate die while 
corresponding distribution elements 114 are in the “On state 
and bias Voltages are not Supplied to one or more unused PAS 
when corresponding distribution elements 114 are in the 
“Off” state. When distribution elements are in the “Off” state, 
the bias voltages can be biased to 0 V or ground with a shunt 
NFET device. In some embodiments, one or more of the 
regulated output Voltages Vreg out1-Vreg out6 can be con 
nected to a bias input of a current mirror of a PA. The current 
mirror can bring the current inside the PA close to zero as the 
input discharges. 
I0129. While six regulated output voltages are illustrated in 
FIGS. 8A-8C, two or more regulated output voltages can be 
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provided using distribution elements 114 and a single LDO 
112. Considerations such as fanout, wire routing, and/or a 
number of pins, for example, can limit the number of regu 
lated voltages provided by a single LDO 112. In one embodi 
ment, from 1 to 32 regulated output Voltages can be provided 
by a single LDO 112. 
0130 FIGS. 8A-8C provide three different control circuits 
120, 122, 124, respectively, for the distribution elements 114. 
These control circuits can be implemented in the digital 
domain. The control circuit 106 (FIG. 6) can implement any 
combination of the features described below in reference to 
FIGS 8A-8C. 

0131 Referring to FIG. 8A, the control circuit 120 can 
include CMOS logic. The control circuit 120 can selectively 
control the distribution of the regulated voltage provided by 
the LDO 112 to implement a variety of functionalities related 
to enabling and disabling Voltage distribution including with 
out limitation enabling data paths that generate signals within 
different frequency bands and enabling different modes of 
operation, such as power modes and/or controlling power of 
one or more PAS in specific modes of operation. N bits of 
logic input can be provided to the control circuit 120. From 
the logic input, the control circuit 120 can generate a control 
signal for each of the distribution elements 114. In other 
embodiments, one or more of the distribution elements can 
share the same control signal. For example, the transmission 
switch and feedback switch for the same regulated output 
Voltage can receive the same control signal, as illustrated in 
FIG. 8A. As another example, transmission gates for two of 
the regulated output Voltages can share the same control sig 
nal if they are enabled at the same time. The control circuit 
120 can include without limitation inverters, NAND gates, 
NOR gates, XOR gates, pass gates, and the like to implement 
logic functions to selectively control distribution elements 
114. The control circuit 120 can include static CMOS logic 
and/or dynamic CMOS logic. 
0132 FIG. 8B provides another example control circuit 
122. The control circuit 122 is a more specific example of the 
control circuit 120 and can implement any combination of the 
functions for the control circuit 120 described above. The 
control circuit 122 receives enable inputs Ven HB, Ven LB 
and mode inputs Vmode0, Vmode1 and provides outputs for 
each of the distribution elements 114. 

0133. The enable inputs Ven HB, Ven LB can selectively 
control the distribution elements 114 such that regulated volt 
ages are only provided to circuits driving certain frequency 
bands. This can be advantageous for parts made for more than 
one application. For example, mobile devices, such as cellular 
telephones, can operate in accordance with different stan 
dards that operate in different frequency bands. A part that can 
selectively control can different circuits that process signals 
with different frequency bands can be used in multiple appli 
cations, without burning excess power from additional 
Switching and leakage current. Moreover, Such parts can also 
be used in devices that can operate under two or more stan 
dards operating within different frequency bands. 
0134. In one embodiment, Vreg out1-Vreg out3 can be 
provided to bias inputs of PAS used to generate high band 
signals and Vreg out4-Vreg out6 can be provided to bias 
inputs of PAS used to generate low band signals, for example, 
as described later in connection with FIG. 15. For example, 
based on the state of Ven HB, high band PAS can be enabled 
or disabled by turning one or more of the distribution ele 
ments 114 "On' or “Off” Similarly, as another example, 
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based on the state of Ven LB, low band PAS can be enabled or 
disabled. This idea can be applied to two or more different 
transmission bands. Advantageously, selectively enabling 
and disabling different frequency bands can result in Substan 
tial power savings and/or reduce the need for separate Voltage 
regulators and additional wiring routing for each power 
mode. 

0.135 The mode inputs can selectively control the distri 
bution elements 114 such that certain circuit elements are 
enabled or disabled in certain power modes. This function can 
be implemented alternatively or in addition to the band enable 
functionality described above. For example, the mode inputs 
Vmode(), Vmode 1 can uniquely identify four different power 
modes, although this idea can be applied to more than four 
different power modes. In one embodiment, the state of the 
mode inputs Vmode0, Vmodel can represent a low power 
mode, a medium power mode, and a high power mode. In this 
embodiment, one or more of the regulated output Voltages 
Vreg out1-Vreg out 6 can be provided based on the power 
mode. For example, the following table summarizes which 
regulated output Voltages are provided via the distribution 
elements according to which band is enabled and the power 
mode, in one embodiment. 

TABLE 1 

Regulated Output Voltage 
Band, Mode Provided 

High Band, High Power Vreg outl 
High Band, Medium Power Vreg out2, Vreg Out3 
High Band, Low Power Vreg out3 
Low Band, High Power Vreg outA 
Low Band, Medium Power Vreg OutS, Vreg Outé 
Low Band, Low Power Vreg outé 

0.136 FIG. 8C provides another example control circuit 
124. The control circuit 124 includes serial peripheral inter 
face bus (SPI) logic. The control circuit 124 receives data, 
latch and clock inputs and provides outputs for each of the 
distribution elements 114. SPI can provide a synchronous 
serial data link standard that operates in full duplex mode. 
Devices can communicate in master/slave mode when the 
master device initiates a data frame. A plurality of slave 
devices can include individual select lines to selectively con 
trol outputs. 

Variable Control of Regulated Voltage 

0.137 As discussed above, multiple voltage references can 
be used to create different quiescent bias points depending 
upon specific applications. Adjusting regulated Voltage from 
a single Voltage regulated based on the need for different 
reference voltages can eliminate the need for additional volt 
age regulators for specific needs, such as operating in a 
desired power mode. At the same time, industry specifications 
for quiescent current in each power mode for PAMs can be 
aggressive, especially for PAS used in RF applications. 
Advantageously, regulated Voltages can be changed to pro 
vide different quiescent currents to some of the PAbias inputs 
based on a chosen power mode. 
0.138 FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a circuit for providing 
a variable Voltage from a Voltage regulator to a plurality of 
power amplifiers according to one embodiment. The illus 
trated variable Voltage circuit 140 includes a single Voltage 
regulator 142, a distribution circuit 144, a control circuit 146, 
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and one or more PAS 148. The illustrated components of the 
distribution circuit 140 can be implemented on one or more 
integrated circuits using one or more semiconductor tech 
nologies. The Voltage regulator 142, the distribution circuit 
144, and the control circuit can be implemented, for example, 
as part of the PA bias control 25 (FIG. 3A), 37 (FIG. 3B) 
described above. The voltage distribution circuit 140 can 
provide a variable regulated voltage to bias one ore more PAS 
148 using the single Voltage regulator 142. The Voltage dis 
tribution circuit 140 can implement a function to adjust a 
single input reference Voltage Vref in to a desired regulated 
voltage level Var Vreg with the variable voltage function 
circuit 144 and the control circuit 146. 
0.139. The voltage regulator 142 can receive a reference 
Voltage Vref in and a power Supply Voltage V batt as inputs 
and generate a regulated output Voltage Vreg out as an out 
put. The Voltage regulator 142 can implement any combina 
tion of functions of the voltage regulator 102 (FIG. 7), except 
that the Voltage regulator 142 does not receive feedback from 
a Voltage distribution circuit. In addition, the Voltage regula 
tor 142 can be used in any of the applications described above 
in reference to the voltage regulator 102 (FIG. 7). In one 
embodiment, the voltage regulator 142 can include an LDO. 
In Such an embodiment, the Voltage regulator 142 can imple 
ment any combination of features described above in refer 
ence to FIG. 9. 

0140. The variable voltage function circuit 144 can 
receive the regulated output Voltage Vreg out from the Volt 
age regulator 142 and one or more variable voltage control 
signals from the control circuit 146. From these inputs, the 
variable Voltage function circuit 144 can adjust the regulated 
Voltage Vreg out provided by the Voltage regulator 142 and 
provide the one or more PAS 148 and/or individual stages of 
the PAS 148 with a variable regulated voltage Var Vreg. By 
providing a variable Voltage function with a single LDO, one 
LDO can be used to Supply multiple accurate Voltage values, 
instead of using separate LDOS for each Voltage value. This 
can help to reduce current, area consumption, and overall 
design complexity. 
0141. The variable voltage function circuit 144 can 
include variable Voltage control elements, such as variable 
resistive elements. More detail regarding aparticular embodi 
ment of the variable voltage circuit 144 will be provided later 
in reference to FIG. 11. 

0142. The control circuit 146 can provide the variable 
voltage function circuit 144 with one or more variable control 
signals. The variable Voltage control signal(s) can selectively 
control the variable regulated Voltage Var Reg based on 
desired operation of the PA 148. For example, the voltage 
control signal(s) can adjust outputs of the variable Voltage 
function circuit 144 based on voltage levels desired for dif 
ferent power modes. Thus, aggressive industry specifications 
for quiescent current in each power mode for a PAM can be 
met using a single LDO. The variable Voltage control signal 
(s) can be analog or digital. The control 146 circuit can be 
implemented in a variety of process technologies, for 
example, CMOS, and in some embodiments bulk CMOS 
silicon technology. 
0143. The one or more PAS 148 receive the variable regu 
lated Voltage Var Vreg as bias signals in amplifying signals 
for transmission. The one or more PAS 148 can implement 
any combination offeatures of the power amplifiers described 
above, for example, with reference to FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B, 4A, 
4B. Like the embodiments shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B, one or 
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more of PAS 148 can be implemented on either the same 
integrated circuit and/or a different integrated circuit than the 
variable voltage function circuit 144 and/or the control circuit 
146. The one or more of the PAS 148 can be implemented in 
a different technology than the distribution circuit 104. For 
example, the variable Voltage function circuit 144 can be 
implemented in CMOS technology and one or more of the 
PAS 148 can be implemented in, for example, GaAs pHEMPT 
or BiFET technologies. This can be advantageous because 
certain applications, such as PAM RF switches, can be better 
implemented in GaAs pHEMPT or BiFET, while the charac 
teristics of less expensive CMOS technology can provide the 
required characteristics of the variable Voltage function cir 
cuit 144. 

014.4 FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram for generating 
a variable Voltage from a single low-dropout regulator 
according to one embodiment. The variable Voltage system 
150 can include a single LDO 152, one or more variable 
voltage control elements 154, and feedback elements 156. 
The variable voltage system 150 can be used, for example, to 
provide a variable regulated Voltage Var Vreg out to a load, 
Such a current mirror 158 in a PA 159. Like the variable 
voltage control circuit 144 and the PA 148, the variable volt 
age elements 154 can be implemented in one or more inte 
grated circuits and in one or more process technologies. This 
can provide different regulated voltage levels to the load in 
response to the variable Voltage control signal. The variable 
voltage system 150 can be implemented in bulk CMOS sili 
contechnology. 
0145 The single LDO 152 is an example of the voltage 
regulator 142 (FIG. 10) and can implement any combination 
of the functionality described above with reference to the 
voltage regulator 142 or 102 (FIG. 7). In addition, the LDO 
152 can implement any combination of features of the LDO 
112 (FIG. 9), except that the LDO 152 does not include a 
distribution circuit in the feedback loop to the positive termi 
nal of the error amplifier. The single LDO 152 can be used to 
provide a stable power Supply Voltage independent of load 
impedance, input-voltage variations, temperature, and time. 
0146 The variable voltage element 154 can receive the 
regulated voltage output of the LDO 152 and provide a vari 
able regulated output Voltage based on a variable Voltage 
control input. The variable voltage element 154 can include 
any circuit elements that can provide a variable Voltage that 
results in a variable quiescent current provided to a load, for 
example, the current mirror 158 in PA 159. The variable 
Voltage element may include elements that vary resistance. 
As illustrated, the variable voltage control element 154 can 
include a resistive Switching network that includes a resistor 
in parallel with a FET. The amount of current passes through 
the FET can change in response to the Variable Voltage Con 
trol, thereby adjusting the voltage level of Var Vreg Out. In 
another embodiment, the variable voltage control element 
can be a long channel FET with a variable gate voltage that 
can implement a variable resistor. In yet another embodiment, 
the variable voltage control element can include two or more 
relatively weak FETs and use the variable voltage control to 
provide different voltage levels by selectively turning a pre 
determined number of the relatively weak transistors “On.” 
0147 Thus, in one embodiment, the variable voltage sys 
tem 150 can create different bias voltages based on the 
amount of current required in a PA reference current mirror 
158. Advantageously, the variable voltage system 150 can be 
implemented in bulk CMOS and the PA 159 can be imple 
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mented in GaAs. Such an implementation can reduce area 
consumption and lower cost by allowing the removal of addi 
tional elements, such as surface mount devices (SMDs), from 
the more expensive GaAs Substrate. 

Distribution of Variable Regulated Voltages 
0148 FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a circuit 160 for 
distributing variable, regulated Voltages from a Voltage regu 
lator according to one embodiment. The illustrated variable 
Voltage distribution circuit 160 includes a single Voltage regu 
lator 162, a variable voltage distribution circuit 164, a control 
circuit 166, and PAS 168a-168m. The illustrated components 
of the variable voltage distribution circuit 160 can implement 
any combination of the distribution and/or variable voltage 
functions described above, for example, in reference to FIGS. 
7 and 10. The variable voltage distribution circuit 160 can 
provide a plurality of variable regulated voltages Var Vreg 
1:N to bias power amplifiers 168a-168m from the single 
voltage regulator 162. The voltage distribution circuit 160 can 
implement a function to distribute a single input reference 
Voltage Vref in to a plurality of variable regulated Voltages 
Var Vreg1:N with the variable voltage distribution circuit 
164 and the control circuit 166, using any combination of the 
features described above. 
014.9 FIG. 13 is a block diagram for distributing variable 
Voltages from a single low-dropout regulator according to one 
embodiment. Variable voltage distribution system 170 can 
include a single LDO 172, one or more distribution elements 
174, one or more variable voltage control elements 176, and 
feedback elements 178. The variable voltage distribution sys 
tem 170 can implement any combination of features 
described above related to voltage distribution or variable 
Voltage control, for example, in the Voltage distribution sys 
tems 110A, 1106, 110C (FIGS. 8A-8C) or the variable volt 
age system 150 (FIG. 11). The variable voltage distribution 
system 150 can provide a plurality of variable regulated volt 
ages Var Vreg out1-Var Vreg out6 to various loads, such as 
PAS. 
0150 Combining voltage distribution and variable voltage 
control can allow for distribution of accurate Voltages as 
programmed by a user from the single LDO 172. This com 
bination can result in even greater savings in die area, lower 
current consumption, and reduced design complexity com 
pared to implementing Voltage distribution and Voltage varia 
tion separately. In addition, variable Voltage distribution can 
provide additional flexibility for future architectural changes 
or functionality. 
0151. The variable voltage distribution system 150 can 
provide different quiescent bias currents based on desired 
power modes, along with distributing a single regulated out 
put voltage to different loads by selectively enabling and 
disabling distribution of regulated voltage to the different 
loads. More detail about one example implementation of the 
variable voltage distribution system 150 in provided in con 
nection with FIG. 15. 
0152 The distribution elements 174 can comprise one or 
more Switches that pass a regulated Voltage to a variable 
voltage control element 176 when the switches are “On. In 
one embodiment, there is one Switch connected to each vari 
able voltage control element 176. In another embodiment, 
one or more variable voltage control elements 176 can be 
connected to Switches and one or more variable Voltage con 
trol elements can be connected directly to the output of the 
LDO 172. 
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0153. As shown in FIG. 13, the distribution elements 174 
can be connected to the output of the LDO 172 and can pass 
current to the variable voltage control elements 176. The 
variable Voltage control elements can then adjust the regu 
lated Voltages and provide variable regulated Voltages to 
loads, such as PAS. It can be advantageous to include one or 
more of the distribution elements 174 in a feedback loop with 
the LDO 172, which can include feedback elements 178. This 
can compensate for process, Supply, and temperature varia 
tions that can be introduced by the distribution elements. 
Thus, variable regulated output voltages can provide regu 
lated Voltages that can compensate for process, Supply, and 
temperature variation. 
0154) In another embodiment, the output of the LDO can 
be connected to variable voltage control elements. The vari 
able voltage control elements can then provide variable volt 
ages to distribution elements that can selectively provide 
variable regulated Voltages to loads, such as PAS. In this 
embodiment, a feedback loop with the LDO can include 
Switches that match corresponding Switches in the distribu 
tion elements, for example, by being formed on the same 
integrated circuit with similar layouts. In this way, the feed 
back loop take the output of the LDO, before adjustment by 
the variable Voltage control elements, and compensate for 
process, Supply, and temperature variation. 
0.155. In addition, a user-defined functionality can be inte 
grated within the feedback loop to the error amplifier in the 
LDO, thereby allowing for reduction or minimization of out 
put voltage errors. The user defined function can be imple 
mented in digital distribution control signals, for example. In 
Such an implementation, a highly reliable mixed signal 
approach can be implemented to distribute the variable regu 
lated Voltages, for example, to PA bias inputs. 
0156 The variable LDO output voltage function can be 
outside the compensation loop of the LDO error amplifier. To 
effectively compensate for process, Supply, and temperature 
variations while minimizing current and area consumption, 
the voltage distribution function can be utilized with the vari 
able voltage function to distribute an array of variable refer 
ence Voltages. In one embodiment, both distribution and vari 
able voltage control functions can offer the flexibility to 
distribute different voltage levels to multiple loads (for 
example, PA stages) utilizing a single LDO output reference. 
0157 FIG. 14A shows a process 180 of providing a plu 
rality of regulated Voltages from a single regulated Voltage. 
The process 180 can be performed in a variety of applications, 
Such as providing an accurate quiescent current for PAS. For 
example, the plurality of regulated Voltages provided by the 
process 180 can be used to bias the PA systems described 
above in reference to FIGS 3A-3B. 
0158. At block 182, a reference voltage and a battery volt 
age are received. The reference Voltage can be a constant, 
known voltage value. The battery voltage can be provided by 
a battery or any other suitable power supply. The battery 
Voltage can change over time. For example, as a battery 
discharges, the battery typically provides a lower Voltage. 
0159. Because the battery voltage can change, it may not 
be suitable for certain applications that require a constant 
Voltage. Accordingly, a regulated Voltage can be generated at 
block 184. The regulated Voltage can provide an accurate 
Voltage based at least in part on the reference Voltage and the 
battery voltage. In one embodiment, the regulated Voltage can 
be generated using an operational amplifier with a feedback 
loop. 
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0160 A plurality of regulated voltage can be generated 
from the regulated voltage at block 186. This can provide 
multiple accurate, regulated Voltages to circuits that require 
Such Voltage signals. Accordingly, a single Voltage regulator 
can provide multiple loads with regulated Voltages, saving 
area, reducing power consumption, and improving Scalabil 
ity, among other advantages. 
0161 The plurality of regulated voltages can selectively 
be provided to one or more loads, such as PAS or PA stages, at 
block 188. In one embodiment, two or more loads can be 
provided with regulated Voltages concurrently. The compo 
nents used to selectively provide the regulated Voltages can 
provide feedback information that can help to keep the gen 
erated regulated Voltage at a stable, accurate value at block 
184. The loads can be on either the same die or a different die 
than the components that create the regulated Voltage. Alter 
natively or additionally, the loads can be created using either 
the process technology or a different technology than the 
components that create the regulated Voltage. 
0162 The plurality of regulated voltages can be selec 

tively provided to different loads to enable or disable certain 
circuit elements at block 188. For example, certain loads can 
be provided with regulated Voltages in certain modes of 
operation, such as power modes, to generate signals within 
predefined frequency bands, to comply with different stan 
dards, and/or to generate signals for certain applications. 
0163 FIG. 14B shows a process 190 of providing a vari 
able regulated Voltage from a single regulated Voltage. The 
process 190 can be performed in a variety of applications, 
such as providing an accurate quiescent current for PAS. For 
example, different voltage levels provided by the process 190 
can be used to bias the PA systems described above in refer 
ence to FIGS. 3A-3B to different voltages. 
0164. The process 190 is similar to the process 180, except 
that variable regulated Voltages are implemented instead of a 
plurality of regulated Voltages. Accordingly, blocks 192 and 
194 can implement any combination of the functions 
described above in reference to blocks 182 and 184. 
0.165. The regulated voltage generated at block 194 can be 
controlled using one or more variable Voltage control ele 
ments at block 186. This can provide multiple accurate, regu 
lated voltage levels to circuits that can benefit from such 
Voltage signals. Accordingly, a single Voltage regulator can 
provide one or more loads with a variable regulated Voltage, 
instead of using separate Voltage regulators for each desired 
Voltage level. This can result in Saving area, reducing power 
consumption, and improving scalability, among other advan 
tages. 
0166 The variable regulated voltage can be provided to 
one or more loads, such as PAS or PA stages, at block 198. The 
variable regulated Voltage can be provided to loads to adjust 
the amount of quiescent current provided. For example, the 
loads can be provided with different voltages in certain modes 
of operation, Such as power modes, to comply with different 
standards, and/or to generate signals for certain applications. 
The loads can be on either the same die or a different die than 
the components that create the regulated Voltage. Alterna 
tively or additionally, the loads can be created using either the 
process technology or a different technology than the com 
ponents that create the regulated Voltage. 
0167 FIG. 14C shows a process 200 of providing a plu 

rality of variable regulated Voltages from a single regulated 
Voltage. The process 200 can implement any combination of 
features described earlier in reference to the processes 180, 
190. The process 200 can include: receiving a reference volt 
age and a battery Voltage at block 202; generating a regulated 
Voltage at block 204; generating a plurality of regulated Volt 
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ages from a single regulated Voltage at block 206; controlling 
one or more regulated Voltages with a variable Voltage control 
element(s) at block 208; and providing one or more variable 
regulated voltages to power amplifier(s) at block 210. 
(0168 FIG. 15 illustrates an electronic system 220 that 
includes a variable Voltage distribution function according to 
one embodiment. The electronic system 220 illustrates how 
bias control circuits can selectively provide PAs with variable 
regulated Voltages from a single LDO according to one 
embodiment. The electronic system 220 can implement low 
band and/or high band functionality, in addition to operating 
in three different power modes (low power, medium power, 
and high power). 
0169. The voltage regulator 222 can receive a reference 
Voltage Vref in, a power Supply Voltage V batt, and a feed 
back signal Vfb from a variable voltage distribution circuit 
204. From the received signals, the Voltage regulator 222 can 
provide the variable voltage distribution circuit 204 with a 
regulated voltage Vreg. The control 206 can selectively con 
trol the regulated voltages that the variable voltage distribu 
tion circuit 204 can provide to bias inputs of one or more PA 
stages 208a, 208b, 212a, 212b, 216a, 216b, 220a, 220b. With 
the control 206 and the variable voltage distribution circuit 
204, the electronic system can provide high band and/or low 
band signals and operate at a low, medium, or high power 
mode. 
0170 Table 2 provides one example implementation of 
multiple power modes and operation for multiple frequency 
bands. When PA stages are not provided with regulated volt 
ages, their respective input nodes can discharge. Current mir 
rors, or similar circuit elements, can then bring the current 
inside the PA close to Zero as the input discharges. 

TABLE 2 

PA Stages Receiving a Variable Voltage 
Band, Mode Regulated Voltage (FIG. 15) Level 

High Band, High Power 208a, 208b High 
High Band, Medium Power 212a, 212b Medium 
High Band, Low Power 212a Low 
Low Band, High Power 216a, 216b High 
Low Band, Medium Power 220a, 220b Medium 
Low Band, Low Power 220a Low 

(0171 As shown in Table 2, only PA stages 208a, 208b, 
212a, 212b for the high band data path can be provided with 
regulated Voltages in high band mode. Similarly, only PA 
stages 216a, 216b, 220a, 220b for the low band data path can 
be provided with regulated voltages in low band mode. In one 
embodiment, the variable voltage distribution 204 can be 
implemented on an integrated circuit with pins for VregH 
High, VregH Med, VregH Low on a first side and pins for 
Vreg|L High, Vreg|L Med. Vreg Low on an opposing side. 
This can provide for shorter routing, reduced area, and 
reduced power consumption. For example, the high band data 
path can be placed near the first side and the low band data 
path can be place near the opposing side. 
0172. As also shown in Table 2, certain power amplifiers 
within each data path can receive regulated Voltages depend 
ing on the power mode. For example, in high band, high 
power operation, a regulated Voltage VregH High with a 
High Voltage level can be provided to a bias input in PA stages 
208a, 208b. In addition, certain PA stages can be provided 
with regulated Voltages during more than one power mode of 
operation. These PA stages can receive different voltage lev 
els based on the power mode. For example, PA stages 212a, 
220a can receive a regulated Voltage VregH Low, Vreg|L 
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Low, respectively, in both medium power mode and low 
power mode when their respective bands are enabled. Vari 
able voltage elements in the variable voltage distribution cir 
cuit 204 can adjust the regulated voltage Vreg provided by the 
voltage regulator 222 to a Medium level for medium power 
mode and a Low level for low power mode. This can allow the 
PA stages 212a, 220a to be used in both low and medium 
power modes, saving additional area and power. In low power 
mode, only one PA stage 212a, 220a can be used. When the 
state of a switch 224, 226 is changed, then the one PA stage 
212a, 220a can be coupled to a second PA stage 212b, 220b 
for operation in medium power mode using both stages. 
0173 Voltage levels provided to PA stages can change 
based on the power mode. For example, a different voltage 
level can be implemented for each power mode. The particu 
lar Voltage levels can be based on industry specifications 
and/or standards, for example. One or more of the high, 
medium and/or low voltage levels can be different between 
the low band data path and the high band data path. Alterna 
tively or additionally, one or more of the high, medium and/or 
low voltage levels can be the same in the low band data path 
and the high band data path. 

Applications 

0174 Some of the embodiments described above have 
provided examples in connection with wireless devices and/ 
or mobile phones. However, the principles and advantages of 
the embodiments can be used for any other systems or appa 
ratus that have needs for distribution and/or variation of regu 
lated voltage(s). 
0175 Such voltage regulation systems can be imple 
mented in various electronic devices. Examples of the elec 
tronic devices can include, but are not limited to, consumer 
electronic products, parts of the consumer electronic prod 
ucts, electronic test equipment, etc. Examples of the elec 
tronic devices can also include, but are not limited to, memory 
chips, memory modules, circuits of optical networks or other 
communication networks, and disk driver circuits. The con 
Sumer electronic products can include, but are not limited to, 
a mobile phone, a telephone, a television, a computer monitor, 
a computer, a hand-held computer, a personal digital assistant 
(PDA), a microwave, a refrigerator, an automobile, a stereo 
system, a cassette recorder or player, a DVD player, a CD 
player, a VCR, an MP3 player, a radio, a camcorder, a camera, 
a digital camera, a portable memory chip, a washer, a dryer, a 
washer/dryer, a copier, a facsimile machine, a scanner, a multi 
functional peripheral device, a wrist watch, a clock, etc. Fur 
ther, the electronic devices can include unfinished products. 

Conclusion 

0176 Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, 
throughout the description and the claims, the words "com 
prise.” “comprising.” and the like are to be construed in an 
inclusive sense, as opposed to an exclusive or exhaustive 
sense; that is to say, in the sense of “including, but not limited 
to. The words “coupled' or connected, as generally used 
herein, refer to two or more elements that may be either 
directly connected, or connected by way of one or more 
intermediate elements. Additionally, the words “herein.” 
“above.” “below, and words of similar import, when used in 
this application, shall refer to this application as a whole and 
not to any particular portions of this application. Where the 
context permits, words in the above Detailed Description 
using the singular or plural number may also include the 
plural or singular number respectively. The word 'or' in 
reference to a list of two or more items, that word covers all of 
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the following interpretations of the word: any of the items in 
the list, all of the items in the list, and any combination of the 
items in the list. 
0177 Moreover, conditional language used herein, such 
as, among others, “can.” “could.” “might.” “can.” “e.g. “for 
example.” “such as and the like, unless specifically stated 
otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context as 
used, is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include, while other embodiments do not include, cer 
tain features, elements and/or states. Thus, Such conditional 
language is not generally intended to imply that features, 
elements and/or states are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without author input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or states are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0.178 The above detailed description of embodiments of 
the invention is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the 
invention to the precise form disclosed above. While specific 
embodiments of, and examples for, the invention are 
described above for illustrative purposes, various equivalent 
modifications are possible within the scope of the invention, 
as those skilled in the relevant art will recognize. For 
example, while processes or blocks are presented in a given 
order, alternative embodiments may perform routines having 
steps, or employ systems having blocks, in a different order, 
and some processes or blocks may be deleted, moved, added, 
subdivided, combined, and/or modified. Each of these pro 
cesses or blocks may be implemented in a variety of different 
ways. Also, while processes or blocks are at times shown as 
being performed in series, these processes or blocks may 
instead be performed in parallel, or may be performed at 
different times. 
0179 The teachings of the invention provided herein can 
be applied to other systems, not necessarily the system 
described above. The elements and acts of the various 
embodiments described above can be combined to provide 
further embodiments. 
0180 While certain embodiments of the inventions have 
been described, these embodiments have been presented by 
way of example only, and are not intended to limit the scope 
of the disclosure. Indeed, the novel methods and systems 
described herein may be embodied in a variety of otherforms: 
furthermore, various omissions, Substitutions and changes in 
the form of the methods and systems described herein may be 
made without departing from the spirit of the disclosure. The 
accompanying claims and their equivalents are intended to 
cover such forms or modifications as would fall within the 
Scope and spirit of the disclosure. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus comprising: 
a Voltage regulator configured to receive a reference Volt 

age and a power Supply Voltage, and to generate a regu 
lated Voltage based at least in part on the reference 
Voltage and the power Supply Voltage; and 

a variable Voltage circuit configured to receive the regu 
lated Voltage from the Voltage regulator and to generate 
at least one variable regulated voltage, the variable volt 
age distribution circuit including one or more variable 
Voltage control elements configured to selectively con 
trol the at least one variable regulated output Voltage in 
response to one or more variable Voltage control signals. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the Voltage regulator 
comprises a low-dropout regulator. 
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3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein at least one of the one 
or more variable Voltage control elements comprises a field 
effect transistor. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the apparatus com 
prises a complementary metal oxide semiconductor inte 
grated circuit that includes at least one of the one or more 
variable Voltage control elements. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the variable voltage 
circuit provides a bias Voltage to one or more power amplifi 
ers on a separate integrated circuit. 

6. The apparatus of claim.5, wherein the separate integrated 
circuit comprises a circuit element formed with a different 
process technology than the variable Voltage circuit. 

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the separate integrated 
circuit includes a GaAs die and the variable voltage circuit 
includes at least one complementary metal oxide semicon 
ductor circuit element. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein one of the at least one 
variable regulated Voltages is electrically connected to one or 
more current mirrors. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the apparatus com 
prises a mobile device. 

10. A method comprising: 
receiving a reference Voltage and a power Supply Voltage; 
generating a regulated Voltage based at least in part on the 

reference Voltage and the power Supply Voltage; and 
controlling the regulated Voltage using one or more vari 

able Voltage control elements to provide a variable regu 
lated Voltages. 
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11. The method of claim 10, further comprising providing 
the variable regulated Voltages to one or more power ampli 
fiers. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein a first die includes at 
least one variable Voltage control element and a second die 
includes at least one of the one or more power amplifiers. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the first die and the 
second die are formed using different process technologies. 

14. The method of claim 10, further comprising receiving 
one or more variable Voltage control signals and adjusting the 
variable regulated Voltage based on a power mode of the load 
receiving the variable regulated Voltage in response to at least 
one of the one or more variable Voltage control signals. 

15. An apparatus comprising: 
means for generating a regulated Voltage based on a refer 

ence Voltage and a power Supply Voltage; and 
means for generating a variable regulated Voltage from the 

regulated Voltage. 
16. A computer-readable storage medium comprising 

instructions that when executed perform a method of: 
receiving a reference Voltage and a power Supply Voltage; 
generating a regulated Voltage based at least in part on the 

reference Voltage and the power Supply Voltage; 
controlling the regulated Voltages using one or more vari 

able Voltage control elements to provide a variable regu 
lated Voltages. 


